
SuperFetch Tools: SuperFetchTree and SuperFetchList 
 

Source:  

TMurgent website at www.tmurgent.com/Tools.aspx  (free) 

Purpose:  

These two tools were written to investigate the information that SuperFetch stores in its database files.  
As of  this printing, these are still investigative tools as we do not yet fully know the format of  these 
files.  Microsoft does not document the format currently, but these tools represent the best efforts to 
date to extract information about them. 

As explained in the book “Windows System Performance Through Caching”, recent versions of  the 
Microsoft Windows operating systems record file read patterns from system usage and then prepares 
scenarios for certain events and stores them in a series of  “DB” files in the Windows\Prefetch folder.. 
The contents of  these files contain information such that when an implemented event occurs, the 
SuperFetch service will pre-cache certain files into the standby lists cache in RAM, in anticipation of  
their being needed.   

Microsoft has suggested these scenarios include user logon and coming out of  hibernation, but they 
have not been clear about all of  the scenarios, nor how the choice is made as to if  a file should be 
included. 

These DB files are of  an undocumented format and compressed.  Thanks to some insight by others 
we now have a clue about the format of  at least parts of  some of  these files.  Using this information, I 
have created these two tools to parse the information from the DB files for display. 

This information may be used to better understand how SuperFetch operates.  It may also be of  
interest to the computer forensics community that wants to learn more about particular application use 
on a computer. 

Usage: 

These tools provide insight into the files that SuperFetch thinks are interesting.  Not all of  the files 
listed will be pre-fetched, however, they only appear in a DB file if  they have been read in from disk. 

  

http://www.tmurgent.com/Tools.aspx


SuperFetchList 
SuperFetchList is a command line tool that dumps contents of  a SuperFetch DB file.  It is an updated 
version of   ReWolf ’s SuuperFetch Dumper program.  For the most part, I have added command line 
switches to control the detail level, and added an option to parse all of  the db files instead of  just one. 

Access to the db files requires administrative access, so start a cmd prompt with “Run as 
Administrator” option.  The command syntax is as follows: 

Superfetchlist [-v | /v] [-a | /a | DBfile ] 

The –v or /v (verbose) option turns on additional detail of  information.  You may either use the –a 
(or /a) option to scan all DB files located in the C:\Windows\Prefetch folder, or you can provide a 
path to a specific DB file. 

If  you select the all option, each file is separately processed.  Output is to stdout, so you should 
redirect to a file, such as  

“superfetchlist /a > output.txt” 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SuperFetchTree  
SuperFetchTree is a GUI tool.  It locates and parses all of  the SuperFetch db files (that we understand 
today) and displays a combined list with color coded information about what files reference this list.  
If  you check the details checkbox, it will show additional detail from each entry (we don’t understand 
the format of  that detail at present. 

This tool will automatically locate all of  the db files in the C:\Windows\Prefetch folder and parse 
them when you click on the button.  If  you want to see the extra detail for files in the tree view, check 
the detail dump checkbox before clicking the Discover and Parse button.  An example output is shown 
below. 

 

 

 


